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Abstract: Over the past decade, the body of literature on intellectual capital and knowledge manage-
ment has grown exponentially, responding to the growing knowledge-based and digital economy.
This article reviews the concepts and applications proposed at the initial stages of the launch of these
two research paradigms. It then examines the interconnection between the two. The study selected a
set of articles on intellectual capital and knowledge management that forward concepts and applica-
tions vital to the inception of these two research domains. The analytical review demonstrates that
these concepts and applications, although considered separately in research, are interconnected and
inform each other. The paper analyzes, discusses, and forms conclusions based on the self-selected
literature with informed research knowledge.

Keywords: data; information; intellectual capital; knowledge; knowledge leverage; knowledge
management; value creation

1. Introduction

Birds tweet, dogs bark, and the wind blows, because it is their nature to do so. How-
ever, we cannot understand a dog by its bark alone, a bird by its song, or the wind by its
force. There are other attributes these forms display, that are inherent and conditionally
developed. Understanding about the attributes makes us understand a dog, a bird, or the
wind in its form. Intellectually grasping the complete nature of these forms takes effort,
time, and reflection. The forms are both tangible and intangible, and understanding about
them is developed in terms of objects and processes. According to Plato, as noted by
Welbourne (2014, p. 3), the ultimate knowing of forms surpasses opinions and judgments;
they are known fully by finding properties that do not change with time and sense or-
gan perceptions. This knowing is the knowledge. The management literature separates
information as knowing-of and knowledge as knowing-how. Rather than knowledge
being understood as ultimately leading towards wisdom, an enterprise setting attempts
to understand knowledge as perspectives—financial, public policy, legal, and so forth.
The financial perspective is vital for enterprises. In an enterprise, intellectual capital is
comprehensive knowledge (Augier and Teece 2005). Since knowledge is intangible, it is
not measurable in accounting terms. In economics, knowledge is a factor of production;
but in accounting, it is an owner’s capital. Enterprises do not show the value of knowledge
to them on financial statements due to accounting-led measurement difficulties, and hence
this value remains hidden.

The search for this hidden value—which plays a pivotal role in firms’ value creation
but is not shown on the financial position statement (balance sheet)—became a strong
motivator for researchers to embark on intellectual capital research to measure, report, and
examine its contribution to value creation. Intellectual capital, which is knowledge-based
value creation, can indicate the knowledge intensity use and knowledge relevance in a
firm (Bhatt 2000). The increasing globalization of trade disrupted firms’ reliance on cost
leadership alone, as emerging nations benefit from that advantage. Consumerism began to
promote varied and wider choices that required firms to focus on organizational knowledge
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and engage in knowledge-intensive activities by acquiring, using, capturing, managing,
and leveraging knowledge—colloquially known as knowledge management. Since then,
intellectual capital and knowledge management have become vital and inseparable com-
panions for firm value creation.

By November 1993, 12 countries had gained membership in the European Union; start-
ing in January 1994, these countries allowed free movement of people, goods, services, and
capital within the block market they had created. Additionally in January 1994, the North
American Free Trade Agreement came into operation. These new economic formulations
catapulted global trade and intensified competition among firms, causing firms to more
aggressively engage in knowledge-intensive activities using knowledge-related assets that
offer a competitive advantage. It is no wonder that researchers became keen to explore
firms’ responses to these evolving and challenging competitive environments.

Figure 1 shows the connection between intellectual capital and knowledge manage-
ment. Rather than discussing knowledge as assets and liabilities, which would have
implications for accounting measurement, knowledge is referred to as a resource, which
is an appropriate focus to examine value creation. Knowledge has become the vital new
resource for enterprises, for three reasons. First, it is essential for enterprises to create and
store knowledge. Second, firms’ accumulated knowledge can increase in value through
replication of knowledge that is usable and valuable to the enterprise. This is done by
sharing, categorizing, and codifying the available knowledge. Third, an enterprise setting
can influence the production and leveraging of knowledge through organizational norms,
values, and culture. Managing these three aspects together is knowledge management.
Managers can choose to embed knowledge resources in objects and processes, and take
control and ownership over them. Copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, and franchised
and licensing agreements are legal instruments that assist in protecting future cash inflows
arising from knowledge resources (Rowley 1999).
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Using early literature, this article examines the background factors affecting knowl-
edge management (storing, leveraging, and setting the enterprise environment; see Bhatt
2000; Wong and Aspinwall 2005) and intellectual capital (measuring and reporting), to-
wards firm value creation. The paper also explores the dynamics of managing knowledge,
namely, how data becomes information, information becomes knowledge-based assets, and
existing knowledge-based assets are leveraged to create more knowledge-based assets and
intellectual capital. After review and analysis of more than a decade of articles primarily
published in the seven years from 1995 to 2001, the findings point to the common ground
between the research paradigms of firms’ knowledge and intellectual capital.

The following section presents intellectual capital measurement and reporting issues,
and Section 3 presents knowledge and knowledge management. Section 4 discusses
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knowledge capture, followed by Section 5 that examines knowledge transfer. Section 6
discusses knowledge leverage, followed by the Conclusions section.

2. Intellectual Capital Measurement and Reporting

This section begins with discussing how organizational knowledge and intellectual
capital are measured and reported in traditional accounting. It then describes alterna-
tive techniques that have emerged to make up for the shortfalls in current accounting
when it comes to comprehensively measuring and reporting knowledge and intellectual
capital. This section also introduces economic factors and government policies that have
contributed to shaping organizational data, setting the background for later discussion
about knowledge management and intellectual capital (Figure 2).
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2.1. The Impact of Traditional Accounting

The traditional accounting system imposes several limitations in measuring, manag-
ing, and reporting intellectual capital. The most notable is writing off intellectual assets
as expenses (Backhuijs et al. 1999; IAS38 2021), leading to systematic under-valuation of
firms implying relatively adverse liquidity (Boone and Raman 2001; Ronen 2001). The
accounting treatment can encourage firms to decrease research and development (R&D)
expenditure to focus on short-term reported financial performance when the marketplace
emphasizes lowering cost rather than innovating products and services (Dunk and Kilgore
2001). One way to overcome the anomaly is to partly reverse the previously written off
intangibles in the traditional accounting system (Hoegh-Krohn and Knivsfla 2000).

Instead of recognizing knowledge as an asset in their financial reports, firms can add
a set of reporting elements to acknowledge forms of capital and claims to capital that firms
cannot measure in monetary terms (Thompson 1999). It is valuable to measure these assets
even if quantification is less than exact under new measurement rules (Heckmian and Jones
1967). This is because using accounting numbers without values assigned to intangibles
like knowledge can become a concern when seeking solutions to management problems
(Allen 2001; Anthony 1965, p. 1; Buhner 1997; Copeland 2000; Davies and Waddington 1999;
Dearden 1960; Petty and Guthrie 2000, p. 215). A root cause is that the current reporting
system does not comprehensively represent objective reality (Petty and Guthrie 2000,
pp. 214–15). It also does not offer meaningful indicators of a firm’s economic efficiency
(Graham and King 2000; Hansson 1997; Zambon and Zan 2000). The current balance sheet
records what has been spent and is silent on value-added; it measures only the realization
of value rather than the creation of value (Brennan 2001; Romer 1998a).

Although the market value measurement method promotes measuring value creation
in a capital market, it does not apply to measurement of intangibles. Accounting standards
in most countries only permit the inclusion of purchase goodwill, which represents just a
portion of intellectual capital (Van der Meer-Kooistra and Zijlstra 2001). The accounting
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standards on intangibles may have contributed to a lack of global homogeneity in methods
for measuring and disclosing them (Stolowy and Jenny-Cazavan 2001). For example,
International Accounting Standard (IAS) 38 specifically prohibits recognizing startup costs,
training costs, and advertising costs. It also bans recognition of internally generated
goodwill (IAS38 2021). It has not responded well to the current market needs concerning
measurement and disclosure of intangibles. This failure to react to the contingent nature
of accounting measures and reporting can lead to a loss of credibility for the accounting
profession (Chapman 1997).

Further, several alternative accounting approaches coexist, making it more complex to
verify the multi-dimensional character of knowledge in a firm (Zambon and Zan 2000). The
personality profile of accounting professionals also contributes to the narrow professional
outlook, although this does seem to be changing to a less conservative profile (Parker 2000).

The gap between book value and market value increasingly questions the relevance
of accounting numbers to capital market decision-making (Power 2001; Tollington 2001).
According to published accounting standards, the accounting profession is heading towards
measuring assets in the marketplace (ASCPA 1999, pp. 6677–782). Technology has enabled
businesses to change their approach to providing information to meet users’ market needs
(Abeysekera 2001a). The expectation is that the annual report of the future will recognize
intangible assets as wealth creators, providing forward-looking information (Benjamin
1998, pp. 13–15; Roos et al. 1997, p. 21). The profession is actively debating how to measure,
manage, and report intellectual capital and knowledge in a firm, although it has yet to
gather the critical mass to achieve significant change (Benjamin 1998, pp. 26–27; Brennan
2001). It is unlikely that we will see considerable change in accounting standards to
recognize intellectual capital in financial statements any time soon (Brennan 2001).

2.2. A Few Other Techniques

In the current business environment, alternative techniques such as Balanced Score-
card (BSC) and Economic Value Added (EVA) seem to compensate for inadequacies of
the traditional accounting system concerning intellectual capital. In the past, Automated
Manufacturing Technology highlighted the importance of measuring items that usually are
not expressed in monetary terms (Bromwich and Bhimani 1991). The popular Balanced
Scorecard (BSC) is a tool to address the issue of reporting intellectual capital (Kaplan
and Norton 1992, 1993, 1996). Research has perceived BSC as a tool that drives business
performance by linking strategic and short-term planning (Ahn 2001). However, criticism is
leveled against the BSC approach for failing to consider people as the only profit generators,
as its underlying concept originates from the thinking of the industrial era. Economic
Value Added (EVA) is another popular technique; its objective is to maximize Market
Value Added (MVA). However, there is only weak evidence that capital market participants
respond favorably to adopting residual income-based compensation plans, or that they re-
spond favorably to residual income (Wallace 1996). In fact, earnings generally outperform
EVA in relative information content (Biddle et al. 1996). EVA is more a management control
system that encourages establishing independent business units and minimum staff, rather
than seeking to enhance the productivity and creativity of employees (Mouritsen 1998). A
strength of both EVA and MVA is that they do not strictly follow accounting conventions
(Young 1997). The criticism against EVA is that it is a measure to account for capital cost, and its
focus is on short-term results. However, when comparing knowledge management techniques
using BSC and EVA, no comprehensive claim can be made since what is best depends on
several factors such as the organization, its people, and its situation (Bontis et al. 1999).

2.3. Economic Factors

The expansion of the knowledge-based and service industry have changed two fun-
damentals in business and economics. Firstly, firms in knowledge-based industries and
service-based industries (Sveiby 1997, p. 22) follow the law of increasing returns. In a
firm with manufacturing and service or knowledge-based business activity, both the law
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of diminishing returns and the law of growing returns can co-exist (Arthur 1996). In the
knowledge and service industry, it is not clear that earnings figures based on accounting
information can explain a firm’s stock price (Ball and Brown 1968). Secondly, the process of
understanding accounting numbers has shifted from quantitative research to qualitative
research and has challenged the notion of capital budgeting to manage outcomes rather
than processes (Mouck 1998). Further, knowledge-based firms compete on capabilities,
requiring strategic investments that may not be justifiable using traditional cost-benefit
analysis (Stalk et al. 1992).

2.4. Government Policies

Nations have to respond to changes in the economy because such changes impact
firms. Governments are faced with competition, the rapid spread of innovative prod-
ucts, electronic commerce, shifts in customer demand, and advancements in science and
technology. Nonetheless, it is the responsibility of all governments to provide the right
environment for firms to compete and succeed (Teegen 2000); promote commercialized re-
search; and foster entrepreneurial skills (Kinsella and McBrierty 1997; Narula and Dunning
1998). Capabilities are one of the cornerstones of competitiveness in the knowledge-driven
economy. In return, governments need to know the return on investment in such intangi-
bles. Although the direct measurement of intangibles is not perfect, they can be measured
indirectly using suggested measurement indicators, and a number of measurement models
have been constructed for indirect measurement (Dekker and de Hoog 2000). Governments
in developing countries have yet to create sophisticated technologies to drive knowledge-
economy concepts, but can use leapfrog technologies such as telecommunication networks
which are becoming available at an affordable price (Malhotra 2000).

3. Knowledge and Knowledge Management
3.1. Definition of Knowledge

There are a few different philosophical definitions of knowledge, and proponents
of each criticize the others for incompleteness (Chisholm 1966, p. 23; Lehrer 1990, p. 3;
Morton 2002). The knowledge management literature defines knowledge operationally,
and the literature offers several definitions (ASCPA and CMA 1999, p. 69; Davenport et al.
1998; Huseman and Goodman 1999, p. 107; Sveiby 1997, p. 37; Wiig 1993, p. 457). All
the operational definitions of knowledge originate from thinking that knowledge is either
a process or an object. The process definitions arise from sociology, psychology, and
sociology, whereas the object definitions arise from Information Theory. Due to the nature
of knowledge, it is unlikely that a formal and uniformly accepted definition will emerge
(Martensson 2000).

3.2. Knowledge Organization and Learning Organization

Knowledge organization means different things to different people (Huseman and
Goodman 1999, pp. 135–56). The literature also defines (Edvinsson and Sullivan 1996;
Senge 1990, p. 3) and describes (Gavin 1993) learning organizations. The two learning
organization types are determined by who takes the initiative and responsibility for training,
whether employees or the firm. Learning firms set the appropriate background to function
as learning organizations (Brooking 1996, p. 8) and recognize that most learning occurs
through practical job experience (Mayo and Lank 1994, p. 60). They tend to create a form
of intellectual capital that is difficult for competitors to imitate (Lennon and Wollin 2001).
Learning organizations can act as knowledge creators; the knowledge they create is unique,
and can outwit standardized knowledge purchased from the market. For an organization
to excel, however, managers should learn to tap into people’s commitment and capacity to
learn, at all levels in the organization (Aguirre et al. 2001). Several methods are available
to measure learning, including learning curves, half-learning curves, questionnaires, and
surveys (Gavin 1993; Sadler-Smith and Chaston 2001). Learning theory can be a helpful
tool to describe a learning organization’s functioning (Wiig 1993, p. 207).
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3.3. Resource-Based Theory of the Firm

One theory that proposes to describe knowledge-based firms is the resource-based
theory. Resources can give rise to competitive advantage (Roos 1998), and the resource-
based theory argues that firms should have more inimitable and sustainable resources to
do this (Barney 1991).

The knowledge-based view is central to the resource-based theory (Conner and Praha-
lad 1996). This view believes that knowledge resides in individuals, and the primary role of
the firm is to apply individuals’ knowledge to its goods and services. The knowledge-based
view challenges the shareholder value approach, transaction cost economics, and agency
theory since knowledge resides in individuals. That personal knowledge is a primary
source of advantage in competition (Grant 1996). As a result that the knowledge-based
view focuses on value extraction rather than value creation, it is appropriate for firms to
focus on commercialized intangible assets such as intellectual properties (Edvinsson and
Sullivan 1996).

3.4. Frameworks to Manage Knowledge

Figure 3 summarizes the ways data become knowledge. Data, or facts, are the inputs
to information where facts are contextualized to make meaning for decision-making, and
can originate from learning organizations and knowledge-based organizations. Two key
aspects are an information strategy to convert data into information, and a knowledge
strategy to convert information into knowledge. A people-centered information strategy
aligns when knowledge is managed as processes, and a technology-based information
strategy aligns when knowledge is managed as objects. Both process-type and object-type
knowledge are considered as knowledge resources.

Knowledge can also depreciate or lose value (Caddy 2001; Caddy et al. 2001) for
several reasons, and managing knowledge helps to harness its benefits. Although his-
torically firms have managed knowledge implicitly, effective knowledge management
enables firms to harness their utilities in a planned manner (Liebowitz 2001a). Explicit
knowledge management strategies are classifiable (Wiig et al. 1997) as objects (Jordan and
Jones 1997) and as processes (Huseman and Goodman 1999, pp. 211–17; Von Krogh et al.
2001). However, there is little understanding of how firms create and manage knowledge
dynamically (Holsapple and Singh 2001; Nonaka et al. 2000). Assessing knowledge-based
systems is still primarily based on anecdote and folklore, and there is a need to impose a
scientific foundation (Van Wegen and de Hoog 1999).
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Most of the literature on knowledge management discusses private sector firms. From
a knowledge perspective, public sector firms have many similarities to the private sector,
as well as some notable differences. The public sector has an ever-increasing proportion
of knowledge workers and is dependent on intellectual capital for performance (Collier
2001), but it lacks commitment and a capacity to innovate (Senge 1990, p. 15) and is less
challenged by the changes outside the work realm. As referred to in Figure 1, this aspect
arises from the organizational setting.

3.5. Definitions of Knowledge Management

The literature provides several definitions of knowledge management (Brooking 1997;
Martinez 1998; Quintas et al. 1997; Sveiby 1998). There is no unified definition because how
people use knowledge is different. Definitions here also fall into two classes: knowledge as
an object and as a process (Sveiby 1998). Those who consider it as an object take a resource-
based theory view and treat it as a resource contained in the information. Those who
believe it is a process treat it as competence and take a strategic or conceptual standpoint.
However, it is necessary to manage knowledge both as an object and as a process because
processes lead to knowledge objects.

4. Knowledge Capture

The starting point in knowledge management is capturing knowledge. The data
are translated into information (Schaefer 1998). Information that has meaning becomes
knowledge through understanding the patterns (ASCPA and CMA 1999, p. 69). Captured
knowledge enables firms to gain more competitive sustainability. Firms can store knowl-
edge by treating it either as an object or as a process. The tool commonly used to capture
knowledge as an object is information technology. The technology enables knowledge to be
captured by mapping it (Davenport and Prusak 1998, pp. 72–87). In this respect, this article
reviews expert systems, database technology, web-based applications, and interactive
online decision support systems.

4.1. Technology: Expert Systems

Expert systems (knowledge-based systems) are a better alternative to statistical mod-
els employed in the past (Ragothaman et al. 1995), and most of them are object-oriented
(Devedzic 1999). Expert systems are very effective when the problem space is well defined
and limited (Malhotra 2001). They constitute a valuable tool to disseminate expertise
in the workforce (Brooking 1996, p. 52). Their primary function is to convert data into
knowledge (Fernandez-Breis and Martinez-Bejar 2000). Firms obtain these preliminary
data from human experts through protocol analysis, checklists, and structured interviews
(Armoni 1995; Wooten and Rowley 1995). Interfaces such as natural language and speech
are possible techniques firms can apply to managing knowledge in the future (Liebowitz
2001a). Expert systems can also induct rules from data in the knowledge base, enabling
them to make better decisions because expert systems can refine human skills and knowl-
edge as intelligent systems.

Firms can use intelligent systems to select the right employees for training and avoid
over- or under-training (Ntuen and Chestnut 1995). Firms can also computerize decision
aids by incorporating expert systems to acquire more knowledge (Rose and Wolfe 2000).
While providing solutions to the problem, expert systems techniques can also logically
scrutinize the domain knowledge, gaps, and inconsistencies (Taylor et al. 1995). Most
expert systems elicit knowledge from individual experts, and eliciting their understanding
is a labor-intensive activity (Liebowitz 2001a). Therefore, knowledge engineers should have
excellent technical expertise to construct a sound expert system (Wooten and Rowley 1995).
Graphical modeling is a user-friendly interface to acquire domain experts’ knowledge due
to minimal keyboard input (Walczak 1998). Since neural networks undergo training by
feeding many cases into the system, they require little human intervention and sort noisy
data (Liebowitz 2001b). Multi-disciplinary experts are critical to knowledge work but using
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them requires addressing several issues related to their management. The use of multiple
expert systems experts is still in its infancy (Medsker et al. 1995). Networking many
intelligent systems to access a more extensive knowledge base is a suggested improvement
(Ohsuga 1995). Firms must supplement structured knowledge in expert systems with
unstructured knowledge (examples are notes, observations, comments) to add value to the
knowledge base (Count 1998). Other knowledge-based technologies become important in
that direction.

4.2. Technology: Databases

The database is one of the essential knowledge management tools but is among the
most ignored (Brown and Duguid 2000). Examples are Lotus notes (Davenport and Prusak
1998, p. 77) and Oracle’s web application server. This technology can access a large volume
of data while safeguarding confidentiality (Vanoirbeek et al. 2000) and can be organized to
disseminate information through the internet and intranet on a real-time basis. Accounting
resource packages with a human resource module such as PeopleSoft and SAP also can link
simple generic knowledge categories to employee compensation (Davenport and Prusak
1998, p. 77).

4.3. Technology: Web-Based Applications

Most database structures and information technology can capture only a fraction of
knowledge. As a result, the emphasis has shifted towards information and communication
technologies (Quintas et al. 1997). The majority of web-based applications conform to a
database approach so that the user can generate HTML documents dynamically (Vanoir-
beek et al. 2000). Firms must examine the possibility of converting programs written in
other languages (such as C++) to Java since Java is the current leading-edge method to
develop interactive web applications (Walczak 1998).

4.4. Technology: Interactive Online Decisions Support Systems

Interactive online support systems can overcome weaknesses in text-based data by
verbalizing and accessing several types of experts online around the world to make better
decisions (Baupin and Zreik 2000).

4.5. Knowledge-Capture Processes

The notable difference between knowledge-capture processes and reengineering pro-
cesses is that knowledge capture processes use a bottom-up approach. These processes
assume that firms cannot identify value-creating activities to compete in an unpredictable
environment to maximize identification; they have to balance structured and unstructured
processes (Brown and Duguid 2000). The firm should identify processes that facilitate
knowledge to foster new understanding and sustain competitive advantage by limiting the
competitors’ ability to create knowledge (Stonehouse et al. 2001).

The firm can maintain its competitive advantage by using knowledge inhibitor pro-
cesses in several ways. These include influencing the timing of releasing potentially helpful
information, selectively releasing information, developing innovative technological and
organizational knowledge systems that are difficult to replicate, and creating financial
barriers to access key relevant information (Stonehouse et al. 2001). Knowledge cap-
ture processes are applicable within the firm (Davenport and Prusak 1998, pp. 52–67;
Richards et al. 1998). For example, informal, self-organizing networks within the firm (Gole-
man 1995, p. 162) may become formalized over time (Davenport and Prusak 1998, pp. 52–
67). In addition, most firms apply a strategy to acquire knowledge from outside the firm
(Jordan and Jones 1997) through acquisitions (Davenport and Prusak 1998, pp. 53–56), joint
ventures, and mergers (Demirbag and Mirza 2000).

Management processes that are appropriate to one organization may not apply to
another. Reviewing these processes is key to knowledge leverage because management
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processes are achieved through and by people. People’s involvement in the processes is
the crux of leveraging knowledge (Abeysekera 2001b, p. 4).

5. Knowledge Transfer
5.1. Role of Information

Today’s increase in information is partly due to R&D activities and the powerful
technologies that generate them. The more uncertain the task, the more information that
needs to be processed to execute a job to achieve a given performance level (Galbraith 1977,
pp. 6–7). The information communicates data in a broader sense about the environment
(Roos et al. 1997, p. 25) and comes in various text, audio, and visual forms (Davenport
and Prusak 1998, pp. 2–5). The value of information may vary from one firm to another
since some firms sell knowledge as a package that is information-driven. Others sell under-
standing that is also a knowledge process (Sveiby 1997, p. 24). In large firms, technology
is the key to managing information on the core product of knowledge and designing the
information flow to share it evolutionarily. Since knowledge is transferred in the form of
information, the quality of knowledge depends on the accuracy and appropriateness of
that information (Dewett and Jones 2001).

5.2. Information Strategy

An information strategy should have some level of a human-centered approach
(Davenport 1994; Davenport et al. 1992; Linowes et al. 2000). Employees must learn to
communicate face to face before planning to make the most out of electronic communication.
Staff members’ willingness to use information depends on the level of involvement and
the level of trust they have in those who designed it. The amount of investment in
information technology depends on the strategy used by a firm to share knowledge among
people (Hansen et al. 1999). The firm should look at its use of information, business
practices, and processes that generate data and manage information politics to harness its
benefits (Davenport et al. 1992; The Economist Intelligence Unit 1998, p. 11). Computer
technology facilitates managing knowledge, but knowledge management is not dependent
on information technology (Guthrie and Petty 2000; Teece 2000) because it comprises more
than using information technology tools (Teece 2000).

6. Knowledge Leverage

There are various ways to organize knowledge. Unlike manufacturing processes,
knowledge management processes must deal with more unstructured data. Bhatt (2000)
proposed a knowledge management framework to make the knowledge development
cycle more effective. This cycle has four dimensions: knowledge creation, knowledge
adoption, knowledge distribution, and knowledge review and revision. Bhatt proposed
implementing different strategies for the four dimensions.

This paper presents a knowledge management framework that integrates intellectual
capital because its focus is organizational value creation. Figure 4 outlines value creation
using knowledge as a process and an object. The value-adding potential of a company
(Knowledge Value factor) depends on the positive relationship between service level and
knowledge intensity (Tissen et al. 2000, pp. 8–9). The relationship is enhanced by mangers
taking note of knowledge types in their strategic approaches.
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6.1. Knowledge Types

Knowledge held in people’s minds is internal knowledge (Wiig 1993, pp. 74, 233),
and is either tacit (Edvinsson and Sullivan 1996) or explicit (Demarest 1997). Codified
knowledge (Edvinsson and Sullivan 1996) is a subset of explicit knowledge. Codifying
corporate knowledge is an immense task and a futile attempt (Davenport and Prusak
1998, p. 68). Implicit knowledge is the knowledge that is understood without consciously
realizing it. It is embedded in technology, operating, and management practices, or is
documented with implied conclusions, anecdotes, and narratives of results from research
papers and textbooks. Firms must necessarily analyze where data arise from to extract the
relevant knowledge. The first step is to assimilate implicit knowledge to translate it into
tacit knowledge (Wiig 1993, pp. 74, 233).

The literature interprets tacit knowledge in several ways, as demonstrated by Hori
(2000), Wiig (1993, pp. 74, 233), Nonaka (1991), and Noh et al. (2000). Hori (2000) states
that it is not possible to verbalize tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge has three parts. First,
the skill is learned only by daily professional training; second, tacit knowledge is acquired
partially by translating verbal knowledge into a perception-action link. Third, the nebulous
part is not verbalizable because it is new and premature (Hori 2000). Wiig (1993, pp. 74,
233) interprets tacit knowledge as that personal knowledge inaccessible to the conscious
mind but that can be used or recalled automatically without much thinking (Liebowitz
2001a). That knowledge is drawn upon to carry out tasks known well to the employee.
“Know-how” is mostly tacit knowledge (Wiig 1993, pp. 74, 233). According to Nonaka
(1991), tacit knowledge has two parts. One part is hard to pin down technical skills known
as know-how, mental models, and beliefs. The other part is the not easily articulated
perspectives, known as the cognitive dimension. Metaphors, analogies, and models assist
in translating concepts through consistent, systematic logic. This approach has shaped the
organizational design of knowledge firms in Japan.

An organization’s structure must overlap its information, business activities, and
managerial responsibilities to encourage dialogue and communication and spread new
explicit knowledge. This knowledge transfer can be done by strategic rotation of employees,
two or more groups of employees pursuing the same project, free access to firm information,
and continually challenging employees to re-examine what they take for granted (Nonaka
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1991). Noh et al. (2000) state that tacit knowledge management involves four parts:
formalizing knowledge through cognitive maps, reusing knowledge by storing multiple
cognitive maps as cases, solving problems by retrieving mental map cases, and situational
applications.

The literature has focused chiefly on explicit knowledge rather than tacit knowledge
(Noh et al. 2000). Explicit knowledge is readily available to conscious minds and can be
readily explained or examined, such as in documents, procedures, and computer programs.
It can be more easily documented (Liebowitz 2001a). Explicit knowledge is accessible
in the form of shared expertise or public knowledge. By making explicit knowledge
formal, it becomes readily distributable, embodied in either raw materials, products and
services, machinery and mechanisms, organizational practices and processes, or “soft”
cultural or organizational values (for example, open-door policies). Commercial firms’
explicit knowledge is classifiable as behavioral directives, predictive models, algorithms
and heuristic logic models, and performance prescriptions (Demarest 1997).

When tacit knowledge is codified to make it explicit knowledge, those who need that
knowledge can access it when in need. It also helps organizations assert their ownership
(Edvinsson and Sullivan 1996) and facilitates reuse (Romer 1998b). However, constructing
and applying organizational memory is still in a very early stage (Studer et al. 1998).
There are vast differences between industries in their approach to knowledge codification.
For example, service industries are more concerned with incorporating best practice into
processes, while the engineering industry attempts to codify knowledge as objects.

6.2. Knowledge Levels

Knowledge leverage takes place at four levels: tacit-to-tacit, tacit-to-explicit, explicit-
to-tacit, and explicit to-explicit (Sveiby 1997). All four of these levels exist in a firm (Nonaka
1991). Some argue that tacit-to-tacit—for example, informal networks—is a powerful way
to achieve knowledge leverage (Goleman 1995, p. 162). As an organization drives towards
abandoning hierarchical structures, managers need to rely less on authority and more on
relationships in informal networks (Krackhardt and Hanson 1993). Others argue that tacit-
to-explicit is the primary way to increase available knowledge throughout the firm. Most
Western managers think that valuable knowledge is quantifiable, codified, and follows
universal principles; they see the firm as a machine to process information. In contrast,
Japanese firms believe that knowledge creation occurs by tapping into tacit knowledge,
insights, intuitions, and employees’ hunches (Nonaka 1991).

Both tacit and explicit knowledge are complementary and essential for knowledge
creation (Nonaka et al. 2000). Firms in the West are increasingly sharing this approach
(Brown and Duguid 2000). Various models suggest bringing tacit knowledge to the surface,
and most of them are constructed around the concept of a learning organization.

Figure 4 provides a framework to convert knowledge into value creation. The two
knowledge types, tacit and explicit, are not only part of the knowledge pool but also
interact with each other. It is important for organizations to codify and capture them to
store this knowledge for wider use. The knowledge is then retained within the organization
even as staff enter and exit employment. Captured knowledge is available to share among
others, thereby enhancing organizational capability, using and reusing knowledge, and
synthesizing new knowledge by reconfiguring the available knowledge.

6.3. Knowledge Leverage Strategies

Personalization and codification are two strategies used by firms to share knowledge
throughout the firm. The type of strategy of a firm depends on how the firm serves
its clients, the business’s economics, the people it hires (Hansen et al. 1999), and the
type of industry in which the firm operates. Typically, an organization needs a mix of
two strategies (Liebowitz 2001a). However, the wrong approach can undermine the
organization’s knowledge leverage strategy (Hansen et al. 1999).
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7. Conclusions

A firm should meet basic requirements to develop an intellectual capital system (Roos
and Roos 1997; Roos et al. 1997, p. 77). Intellectual capital literature has elaborated sub-
systems specifying internal capital—intellectual capital embedded in the firm structure;
external capital—intellectual capital embedded in partnership with stakeholders; and
human capital—intellectual capital embedded in staff members. In this trichotomous
classification, human capital enables value creation using internal capital and external
capital.

Figure 5 shows the connection between intellectual capital and knowledge manage-
ment that leads to value creation in firms. Intellectual capital is a vital component of
accessible but hidden capital in organizations. Intellectual capital arises within the firm’s
internal capital such as firm culture and legal instruments that enable knowledge to be
embedded (copyrights and patents). It also arises by interacting with business partners
such as customers and suppliers through good relations. Firms can build loyal customers
who repeatedly purchase products and services, and suppliers who offer competitive
prices and reliability deliver the agreed products and services to the firm. Intellectual
capital comprises a gamut of knowledge resources that represent the total organizational
knowledge. This knowledge requires management for use, reuse, replenishment, and
additions. Managed knowledge is available to use in knowledge processes and knowledge
objects, and to embed in products and services. Managed knowledge requires human
intervention to be leveraged, and to create value for the organization. People’s decisions on
where, when, and how to embed knowledge in products and services is vital to enhancing
value creation.

Figure 6 shows the contemporary situation where an enormous amount of data rel-
evant to the enterprise is generated within and outside the firm. As shown in Figure 1,
various forces shape the nature of data and data accessibility. Figure 2 shows that firm
strategies help firms convert data into information and then knowledge. Figure 3 depicts
that knowledge is captured and leveraged to create firm value. Figure 4 shows that cap-
tured firm knowledge becomes intellectual capital, which is part of the total accessible
capital in a firm. In a knowledge-based firm, intellectual capital constitutes a more signifi-
cant proportion of that capital. The total accessible capital is managed and leveraged to
create firm value. The human capital component of intellectual capital plays a vital role
with capabilities and competencies. Data, information, knowledge, managed knowledge,
leveraged knowledge, and value created comprise the firm’s resources. These become
unique resources of the firm shaped by firm characteristics, difficult for others to copy to
create firm value, and integrated into the intellectual capital base. With the immediate
help of human capital comprising capabilities and competencies, the intellectual capital
base enables the transformation of data, information, knowledge, managed knowledge,
leveraged knowledge, and value created back into data.

Embedding knowledge as objects and processes in products and services enables
firms to create organizational value by becoming more efficient, economical, and effec-
tive. It also makes it possible increase accuracy so that there are less warranty claims
and returns, and there is greater security in resources. Value creation occurs with the
economical, efficient, and effective use of resources. This effectiveness can arise through
timely, focused resources that meet the enterprise’s operational and strategic aims and
objectives. Firms can use the data obtained through value creation from business partners
such as customers, suppliers, employees, and the government through knowledge-based
value chain analysis. These relevant new data add to existing relevant data to continue
to create future firm value. Knowledge management connects the accessible capital with
value creation. Intellectual capital plays the role of an enabler for knowledge management
to do this. In the increasingly expanding global knowledge-based economy, knowledge
management and intellectual capital have become inseparable partners in enterprise value
creation.
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Theoretical implications: This review facilitates the posing of research questions in
various ways. For instance, Alavi and Leidner (2001) defined knowledge management
systems from a technological standpoint as an information-technology-based system sup-
porting different phases of knowledge management. Research can thus be undertaken to
analyze across two knowledge dimensions. The degree of formalizing knowledge (tacit to
explicit) is epistemological, and the degree of sharing (individual to group, and closed to
open) is ontological (Centobelli et al. 2019; Nonaka 1994).

Given that the focus of this review is the connection between knowledge management
and intellectual capital, it presents the following three research propositions. It is evident
that human capital plays a more vital role than before in a digitized firm. Gleaning
from Figure 5, a study can examine the influence of human capital on value creation
while moderating the following relationships: total accessible capital and knowledge
management about capital; managing knowledge about capital and leveraging knowledge
about capital; and leveraging knowledge about capital and value creation. Secondly,
gleaning from Figure 6, a study can examine the reverse influence of value creation on
data and intellectual capital. Thirdly, based on Figure 6, a study can look at the influence
of intellectual capital on value creation with intellectual capital having a moderating
relationship between the following: information and knowledge, knowledge and managed
knowledge, and managed knowledge and leveraged knowledge.
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Regulatory implications: Governments now have the task of building a capable
workforce to participate in the digital economy and to encourage organizations to digitize
processes and objects in producing goods and services with a focus on cybersecurity.
Information and communication technologies have a greater role to play as objects of
knowledge management. The COVID-19 pandemic has provided a jumpstart during the
countries’ lockdown periods to appreciate and embrace the digital economic environment
(Australian Government 2021). These regulatory implications have taken a new direction to
situate the connection between intellectual capital and knowledge management for value
creation. The control and ownership of intellectual capital items of firms also has changed
with the digital economy. There are knowledge-based intellectual capital items such as
software-led processes and systems developed within the firm. These can become vital
assets for firm value creation. Measuring their costs and recognizing them as assets rather
than expenses requires more pointed attention. Owning, controlling, renting cloud spaces
for value creation is another intellectual capital item in the digital economy requiring
attention as to the treatment of them as assets and expenses.

Practical implications: Wiig (1997) noted that the approach to knowledge manage-
ment can change with new economic environments. The world economy has now become
a digital economy. The digital economy has increased the demand on the inseparability of
knowledge management and intellectual capital and practical implications are conditional
upon the pervasiveness of the digital platform. An enterprise in a digitized economy
uses business intelligence which is built upon database management systems, intelligence
systems, and enterprise resource planning systems. A digitized environment in an organi-
zation generates and provides access to data within and outside the firm. The databases
are migrating from relational to object-oriented, broadening the types of data stored and
relevant accessible data. Enterprise resource planning systems integrate functions and
facilitate sharing relevant data across functions. There are several intelligent systems to
assist with making accurate decisions. These include executive support, decision support,
executive information, group support, experts, knowledge management systems, neural
networks, intelligent agents, and data warehouses (Gelinas et al. 2018, pp. 140–221). Busi-
ness intelligence is built using data as a basic ingredient, converting it into information,
and then to knowledge. Firms now must conduct knowledge management in a digital
environment with an emphasis on value creation.
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